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Perform with accountability the Site Supervision activities:

construction/coldcommissioning follow-up, advising and reporting. Tasks to include but

not limited to the following:

Advise and support the client in the field of planning execution;

Deploy best-practices across the site works including critical tools and inspection

system;

Follow the material on delivery (quantity and quality), review the material receiving

reports, take actions if required and update the material delivery follow-up tool;

Communicate and manage site purchasing needs to the Project Management;

Manage purchasing ;

Follow in real time the site activities;

Report on a daily/weekly basis: 1) site report, 2) manpower and equipment's curves, 3)

Idle time log. If the schedule and SCurve it's available: 4) work progress (baseline vs

real);

Update daily/weekly the server or SharePoint with the site reports, pictures, and

other relevant documents;
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Estimate, report and follow-up extra works time and cost;

Check if the site works are done and realized in conformity to the design and

specification of the client or the company;

Verify Change Orders from the client and advise the Project Management;

Work with erector to develop and maintain a construction and coldcommissioning

schedule;

Ensure that the site works are done within bid schedule and budget;

Follow the material on delivery (quantity and quality), review the material receiving

reports, take actions if required and update the material delivery follow-up tool;

Review the subcontractors progress reports;

Verify Change Orders from construction Company and advise the Project Management;

Ensure that the site works are done and realised in conformity to the design and

specification of the client or the company.

Ensure that the punch-list closing and mechanical completion signature in due time.

Ensure that the final dossier it's ready and acceptable in due-time

Ensure a correct and smooth handover to the commissioning engineers.

Quality / Health and Safety

Identify, report (NCR) and follow the Non-Conformities regarding materials and site

works. Support the PM to assign responsibilities, propose correction, estimate

time/cost, and suggest the possible route causes. Ensure corrective work is being

completed as efficiently as possible in support of the responsible party.

Ensure that the Quality Control extension scope it's completed and acceptable, the QC

documents and ITP are done and approved by the client.



Support the construction subcontractor to develop risk analysis / RAMS.

Make the subcontractors follow the HSE rules.

Perform with regularity HSE tool-boxes and audits on site.

Support construction contractor with reporting and route cause analysis.

Array

Degree in Civil, Mechanical, Industrial Engineering, or equivalent professional

experience

Sound knowledge of Site Management at international level, in heavy industrial

projects.

Sound knowledge to create and follow-up construction schedule in Microsoft Project.

Quality, Health and Safety focus;

Fluent in English language.

Very good problem solving abilities as well as a can-do approach;

A proactive thinking

The ability to understand the VOC (Voice Of the Client) and focus on customer solutions;

The ability to think multidimensional and global

The ability to work within a multi-dimensional and international team - open to cultural

diversity

Integrated within the Operations Department and reporting to the Construction Manager, your

mission will be to advise on site all activity related to the construction and commissioning of

our Air-Cooled Condensers.

To join a worldwide market leader to play a key role in the construction and

commissioning of air-cooled condensers ;

To work in co-operation with high level engineers and international teams
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